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Governments are showing adaptability and resilience 
facing recent Public Health Headwinds



Safe harbor statement

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information 
purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver 
any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. 

The development, release, timing, and pricing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s 
products may change and remains at the sole discretion of Oracle Corporation.
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Program Agenda
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11:35 – 11:40 Welcome and Introductions – NASACT Moderator

11:40 – 11:50  Overview – Mark Betchey

11:50 – 12:05 Managing Finance Operations during disruptive times – Bob Sabo          
Lynne Bajema, Comptroller, State of Oklahoma

12:05 – 12:20  Resilient HCM – Desiree McFadden and Troy Wintersteen

12:20 – 12:35 Use of digital technology to assist front-office response to crisis             
Ginny Zuckero, Matt Newman

12:35 – 12:50 Questions and Answers
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Widespread Disruption
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States, cities seek $1 trillion in next 
aid bill to avoid layoffs from 
coronavirus

States 
Projecting Big 
Budget Cuts Due 
to COVID-19

…..criminals are absolutely 
trying to take advantage 
of the panic and chaos 
that’s caused by the 
pandemic

National Association of Counties, 
National League of Cities and U.S. 
Conference of Mayors Call For $250 
Billion Assistance Package for Local 
Governments

Coronavirus Is Creating a 
Fundamental Shift in the Way 
We Work

Big city school districts have 
warned that they may have to cut as 
many as 275,000 staff members 
combined as tax revenue plummets 
due to economic shutdowns.



National Association of Counties, National 
League of Cities and U.S. Conference of 
Mayors call for $250 billion assistance 
package for local governments

Cyber Security…..criminals are 
absolutely trying to take advantage of 
the panic and chaos that’s caused by 
the pandemic

States projecting big budget cuts due to 
COVID-19

Big city school districts have warned 
that they may have to cut as many as 
275,000 staff members combined as 
tax revenue plummets due to economic 
shutdowns

Widespread Disruption
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States, cities seek $1 trillion in next aid 
bill to avoid layoffs from coronavirus

Coronavirus is creating a 
fundamental shift in the way we  
work



Mobile

Geolocation

VR

Bots

Crypto

Machine
Learning

AI

IoT

E-Commerce

Travel & 
Entertainment

Rideshare

Hospitality

Virtual 
Assistant

Disruptors 
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PANDEMIC!

“… government through remote work is performing better than expected. It will likely lead to 
permanent changes in everything from labor management and technology to physical footprints.”

- governing.com, May 18, 2020. More Productive from Home: Governments Learn to Love Remote Work

Civil Unrest

What’s
next!?

Social Apps



ATTENDANCE CHECK
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August 27, 2020

Lynne Bajema – Oklahoma State Comptroller

Bob Sabo – ERP/EPM Strategic Programs 
Director – Oracle Public Sector

Adapting and thriving during challenging times.

Resilient Finance During Disruptions
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The new rules for
resilient Finance and 
Operations

“If this moment in history has even a
hint of a silver lining, it’s that the
urgency and innovation of business in a
crisis will become a template for business
as usual.”

- “Sometimes,It TakesaCrisistoSpur  Innovation,” Wall Street 
Journal, April  12,2020

Copyright © 2020, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

Continuous close Real-time visibility

Virtually connected Data-driven

Connected planning, 
continuous  forecasting Operational resiliency

Agile Operations Flexible business processes



COVID-19 Outbreak Brings Potential Opportunities

Rise in Data &  
Analytics Use by 

Public and 
Government

Agile Operations and 
Services 

Provisioning

Addressing Digital 
Equity and 

Accessibility Gaps

Rethinking Remote 
and TeleWork

Improving Digital 
Trust security

AI, Analytics and 
Insights

Surveillance Ethics Collaboration Platforms
Digital Communications 

Platforms
Remote Work Upgrades

Robust Security Paperless Government “Pop up” Services & 
Edge Computing

Streamlined Business 
Processes

Network Security and 
Resilience

© IDC© IDC

© IDC COVID-19 Industry Impact: US Government  - Ruthbea Yesner
Vice President IDC Government Insights



Resilient Finance and Operations
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Automate and 
Streamline Business 
Processes

 Continuously Examine how 
business processes can be 
streamlined and automated

 Implement new technologies 
to make processes like 
financial close faster and more 
accurate

Best practices for 
scenario planning

• Gain the agility and insights to  
respond to changing conditions

• Model potential scenarios and plan 
for multiple outcomes 

• Take advantage of the latest 
technologies to respond to what’s 
next 



Built-in intelligent 
processes
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 Mobile procurement 

 Conversational expense reporting 

 Digital assistant for projects 

 Financial close automation 

 Payment discounts 

 Performance management 

91%
of finance and supply chain professionals 
see SaaS as a way to enable the adoption 
of emerging technologies

Source: “Emerging Technologies: Driving Financial and Operational Efficiency” 2020 ESG-Oracle research

Purchases Expense Reporting



Technology is reframing how work 
is done
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Reduction in Finance and Operations errors

36%

Percent of general accounting activities are 
automatable 

Source: The Impact of Emerging Technologies on ERP, EPM, and SCM, Enterprise Strategy Group

Improvement in financial forecast accuracy

32%

89%



Benefits

• Closethebooksremotelyfromanywhere  and
file statutoryreportsontime

• Reducetimespentonmanualtaskswith

processautomation

• Adapt quickly to changing business and  
compliance requirements with rapid software  
updates

• Reducerisk

• More readily provide justificationrequested

byauditors

• Deliverfaster,moreaccurateinsightstoall  
stakeholders, including elected officials

Challenges

• Pressuretoclosebooksfaster,havecurrentinformationtoknowcurrentfinancial situation

• Immenseefforttoconsolidateacrossdifferentrolesandsystems,validateandcrosscheck

• Accountreconciliationsoftendoneusingspreadsheets,leadingtomistakesandwastedtime;  
manualaccountreconciliation isthe#1non-datarelatedcauseofdelaysinthefinancial close

• Needtocomplywithnew,rapidlychangingregulatoryrequirements

Financialclose

In a rapidly changing
environment, it’s vital to  close 
the books quickly and  have a 
current view of your  financial
situation.

Cloud and newinnovations  
like ML help automate  
mundane and repetitive  
elements of the close  process 
(i.e.,reconciliations  and 
intercompany  transactions).

Covid-19 has introducednew  
remote activities by multiple 
employees in different locations

Communication among 
participants in the close process 
is more essential that ever

Solution: Cloud EPM,ERP

Capabilities:

• Integratedcloud suite,including:
• Account reconciliation

• Financial consolidation
and  close

• Narrativereporting

• Taxreporting

• Intelligent processautomation
• Close processorchestration

• Dynamiccalculations

• Supplemental datacollection
• Management and financial 

reporting
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AI-driven future

Example: Period close to financial reports 
Revolutionize processes
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Today

Manage 
exceptions 

and reviews
Close and 
securely 
publish

Continuous 
virtual close

Pro-forma close 
ledgers

Reconcile  
accounts

Close  
ledgers

Consolidate 
subsidiaries

Review and 
confirm financial 
and management 

reports

Publish and 
securely share 

financial 
statements

Update financial 
forecasts

Close 
subledgers



Resilient Finance 
Operations
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Scenario modeling and planning 

• Define scope, issues, and time horizon

• Define key drivers: What’s important right 
now? 

• Collect and analyze data

• Develop scenarios

• Test the chosen scenarios by identifying what 
the downstream impacts 

• Advise appointed/elected officials



Benefits

• Model multiple scenarios forCOVID-19 and

beyondtoprepareforbestpossible  
outcomes

• Understand the impact of strategic  decisions on
all revenue and expenditure areas

• Evaluate and adjust capitalfunding  
strategies

• Controlcostsandanalyzerevenuewith

quick assumptionchanges

• De-risk your decisions by validatinglikely  
outcomeswithMonteCarlosimulations

Challenges

• Scenariomodelinglargelydoneviaspreadsheets,leadingtobrokenformulas,

inaccuracies, and wastedtime

• Traditionaloron-premiseplanningandforecastingtools insufficienttoanalyzeimpactof  blackswan
eventssuchasCOVID-19

• Scenario planning is diffused across different government agencies

Scenario planning and 
management

Enhancetheroleoffinance  
teamsinstrategicmodeling  
and planning, business  
analytics, and decision  
making at all levels of your  
organization.

Model multiple range-based
scenarios and optimize cash
forecasting.

Model all inputs to revenue and
expenditure analysis

Align plans across Comptroller, 
Budget, Treasury to gain 
insight.

Solutions: Modern EPM applications

Differentiating features
• Complete cloud suite,including:

• Financial and operationalline
of business planning and
budgeting

• Profitability andcost
management

• Built-in scenariomodeling
features (goal-seek, iterative
calculation logic, instant
calculation, financial Intelligence)

• What-if modeling andsandbox
• Intelligent performance  

management (embedded AI/ML)
• Monte Carlosimulations
• Workforce compensation planning
• Profitability and costmodeling
• Variance analysis including

narrative
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Oklahoma Experience
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Cloud Hub Engineers Help 
Oklahoma’s Government 
Employees Serve Constituents 
from Home

Within eight days of receiving a call
for help, the local team and
members of Oracle’s Austin-based
Cloud Solutions Hub were able to
design and deploy a chatbot to help
Oklahoma’s newly home-based
workers get productive as quickly as
possible.



ATTENDANCE CHECK
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Work made human

Empathy
Put your people first 

Resilience
Live in the land of yes

Continuity & Recovery
Balance compliance with agility

“We should never return to the 
‘old ways’ of doing business.”

— Deloitte, Accelerating Exponential HR in the COVID-19 Era, 2020
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National Park 
Service Areas 

9

Recruiting, Talent Management, and HR Service 
in the Oracle Cloud

Agencies

Decentralized

34
Employees

14,ooo

• PeopleSoft since 1999, running 9.2 PUM 30

• First cloud: Oracle Taleo Enterprise Recruiting Jan 2015

• Second: Oracle Talent Management Cloud Dec 2016

• Third: Oracle Service Cloud June 2017

• Fourth: Oracle Learning Cloud Oct 2018

• Next? 

The State of Montana manages three Oracle 
Cloud applications with < 5 FTEs, and self-
implemented Oracle Learning Cloud



Why Hybrid?

• Didn’t want to disrupt what works well

• Limited resources

• Best products in Cloud

• Modern, cost effective, secure

22



Improved 
training 

processes

Improved 
reporting 

productivity

Increased 
staff 

productivity

Improved 
performance 
management

Improved 
workforce 

engagement

Increased 
% of 

right hires

Reduced 
compliance 

costs

Reduced 
payroll 

processing time

Reduced 
benefit 

administration

Reduced 
maintenance cost of 
legacy HCM systems 

Reduced
time to

hire

Reduced
compensation

costs

10%44%48%50%68%70%

11%15%32%34%79%80%
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Realize fast and powerful business benefits in 12 months



It’s a learning journey – to continuous innovation

State of Montana Benefits from HCM Cloud

Forces focus on new 
innovations instead of 
managing technology

Resilience in the face 
of disruption

Security from the 
industry leader

Updates and 
patches applied 
by Oracle

Quick time-to-value and 
minimal resources required

Copyright © 2020, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved24



Disruptive Impact

Working from home presented zero challenges 
managing Cloud applications *

25
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ATTENDANCE CHECK
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Oracle Front Office:  Empowering government 
for the future ahead on one complete, modular 
solution

Transform end-to-end
government processes at your own pace

Omnichannel 
engagement

Citizen 
web portal 

Intelligent 
Advisor

Native chat 
support

Mobile 
access

Easy 
integration

Worker
reporting

Work 
authorization

All-in-one solution



Challenges Facing 
Governments in Crisis 
Environment
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Routine office work 
is difficult to execute
and track

It is hard to handle 
sudden huge spikes in 
work escalations

Traditional technology 
tools e.g. email and 
teleconference calls 
aren’t adequate

Customer service 
requests are difficult to 
receive, prioritize and 
track 

Shelter in Place orders 
make it difficult for 
government to continue 
operations

Citizen expectations for 
real-time information at 
all levels of government 
have greatly increased

Emergency Operations 
Center coordination and 
communication is hard 
to manage remotely



Government 2.0 for Constituents and Businesses
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Digital 
Response

Service 
Continuity

Agile 
Recovery

Effective Execution

• Determine eligibility and process 
applications

• Proactively stop fraud and abuse

• Critical resource elasticity

Issue Resolution

• Centralized and transparent service 
request/case management

• Government works everywhere

Specialized Programs

• Epidemics and pandemics

• Wildfire and earthquake

• Hurricane and cyclone

• Recession

Constituent Services

• How can I report my issue?

• How can I register my vehicle?

• Where can I go to use services?

• Do you have all my information?

High-Volume Inquiries

• Where can I get a COVID-19 test?

• Can my business stay open?

• Is our school open?

• Are trash collections on schedule?

Smart Assistance

• Relevant knowledge provided to 
citizens via preferred channels

• Intelligent advice to guide citizens

• Manage data in real-time



Digital Response for Constituents
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Answer constituents’ questions fully across various channels 

and enable the efficient dissemination of information by 

government employees

• Intelligent Advisor: Deploy self-service Q&A sessions on the web 

and through chat for self-service by constituents, delivering highly 

personalized advice, and driven by sophisticated declarative models 

of complex regulations and policy documentation

• Smart self-service advice: Provide relevant knowledge and 

intelligent advice, tailored for each constituent via preferred channels

• Citizen Portal: Deliver a custom-branded, citizen-facing customer 

portal for all external content consumption – no coding required

• Keep citizens current: Upload, create and publish content across a 

variety of channels at once in one easy-to-use environment

• Reduce workloads: Deflect contact center inquiries and empower 

citizens to self-serve for simple and complex requests.



Government Service Continuity
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Manage service requests and cases remotely, while still 
enabling effective collaboration

• End-to-end solution – service request and case management 
capabilities, with start to finish workflow routing 

• Rapid deployment – standard out-of-the-box workflows for 
common services, with the flexibility to modify without 
advanced coding capabilities

• Organization-wide scalability – easily onboard new hires or 
reassign existing employees to new tasks

• Collaboration enablement – facilitate effective remote access 
for all employees across the organization

• Report generation – track work completed and capture 
institutional knowledge, identifying trends, patterns, and next 
steps

• Tailored assistance – collaborate with Oracle Consulting 
Services or hundreds of partners 



Agile Recovery
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Enable constituents to quickly and easily determine 
recovery program eligibility, preventing fraud and ensuring 
goals are met

• Scaled Communications: Perform targeted outreach and educate 
citizens about the programs which are relevant to them

• Smarter Self-Service: Empower constituents with personalized 
guidance in real-time and across channels, and offering online 
applications for benefits and services

• Robust Eligibility Modeling and Determinations: Understand 
who is eligible for which programs, calculate benefit amounts, 
understand the economic impact of each, and use declarative 
modeling of complex eligibility rules and rate calculations to 
automate determinations

• Outcome Analysis: Measure program impact, ensuring desired 
outcomes are met

• Compliance Management: Eliminate error and fraud in program 
execution

• Long-Term Case Tracking: Manage nuanced, long-term cases, 
preventing them from falling through the cracks



90%+
Coronavirus hotline calls personally 
resolved, with zero deflection

Large US state responds to 
evolving health crisis with agile 
Oracle CX solution

Helping to flatten the curve and save lives by 
providing vital health and safety information to 
citizens 24/7

In only five days, implemented and trained over 4,300 
state employees on an easy-to-use, scalable contact 
center solution to respond to calls to the state’s 
Coronavirus hotline

WFH employees from 49 state agencies work to 
resolve over 90% of inquiries while hotline calls 
rapidly grow to thousands per day

Photo Source: https://coronavirus.health.ny.gov/home
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https://coronavirus.health.ny.gov/home


City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, 311

Albuquerque is the largest city in New Mexico and 
serves a population of over 550,000 people and a 
metropolitan area of 900,000 people. 

The City needed to provide better online service for 
complex citizen issues without transferring to city 
departments for resolution.

The City is currently using smart voice technology 
with B2C Service integrated to Amazon Alexa to 
report issues such as graffiti.

Confidential – © 2020 Oracle Internal34
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City of Los Angeles — COVID-19 Emergency Assistance
Angeleno Card Implemented in Two Weeks



“Oracle CX B2C Service gives us capabilities to 
serve the public.  We keep them informed…, 
allow them to ask questions through multiple 
channels and let us know when something   
is wrong…”

Large city in Florida poised to 
rapidly handle emergencies 
with Oracle B2C Service   

Leveraged experience gained during Hurricane 
Dorian to rapidly respond to COVID-19

Enabled 600 contact center volunteers and city staff 
to pivot seamlessly to new working models, including 
working remotely

Proactively keep residents, visitors, and staff 
informed during rapidly evolving crisis situations—
anytime, on any device

Associate Information Technology Officer
Applications Development Management
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Governments and Companies are Responding

Oracle Cloud Hub Engineers Help
Oklahoma’s Government Employees
Serve Constituents from Home

Within eight days of receiving a call
for help, the local team and members
of Oracle’s Austin-based Cloud
Solutions Hub were able to design and
deploy a chatbot to help Oklahoma’s
newly home-based workers get
productive as quickly as possible.

How the City of Los Angeles Moved
10,000 City Workers on-line

“Cybersecurity has to be first and
foremost in this conversation because
criminals are absolutely trying to take
advantage of the panic and chaos that’s
caused by the pandemic.”

Ted Roth, Los Angeles CIO in statescoop.com
article (3/30/20)
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Human Capital 
Management

Financial 
Management

Supply Chain 
Management

Community 
Development

Community 
Experience

Case  
Management

Business & Professional 
Licensing

Enterprise Performance 
Management

Oracle Cloud 
Applications Suite for 
Government

Complete | Modern | Secure

Built-In

• Machine Learning
• Blockchain
• Human Interface
• Artificial Intelligence



ATTENDANCE CHECK
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